
Number concord: Just another concord phenomenon

Phenomenon This paper is concerned with di↵erent types of number-marking behavior on
nouns that languages exhibit in the presence of (cardinal) numerals. Within the set of languages
that have plural marking at least in some contexts and do not employ classifiers, we find two
major sub-classes:
A. “Number Concord” (NC) languages (“singular object noun languages” in Rijkho↵ 2004),

whose nouns retain plural marking in the presence of numerals, which they also have in their
absence. Most of Indo-European languages belong to this class; cf. English examples below.

(1) a. girl — girl-s
b. *three girl — three girl-s

B. “Number Discord” (ND) languages (“set noun languages” in Rijkho↵ 2004), whose
nouns lose plural marking in the presence of numerals, although they have it in their absence,
cf. Lezgian examples from Haspelmath (1993: 81) below.

(2) a. ktab
book.sg

— ktab-ar
book-pl

b. wad
five

ktab
book.sg

— *wad
five

ktab-ar
book-pl

Moreover, some ND languages do allow for plural marking in the presence of numerals, but
in this case the resulting construction exhibits “double plurality” semantics, as e.g. in Finnish.

(3) a. kuppi
cup.nom.sg

— kupit
cup.nom.pl

b. neljä
four.nom.sg

kuppia
cup.part.sg

— neljät
four.nom.pl

kupit
cup.nom.pl

‘four cups’ vs. ‘four groups of cups’ (Hurford 2003: 587)

The central issue addressed in this paper concerns the question which factors are responsible
for a language to be of the NC or the ND type. Given a more limited amount of work on ND
languages, this study places a particular focus on them. The sample of ND languages covered
by the analysis includes: Armenian (IE isolate), Basque (isolate), Finnish (Uralic), Georgian
(Kartvelian), Hungarian (Uralic), Lezgian (NE Caucasian), Turkish (Turkic), Welsh (Celtic).

Existing approaches Two prominent explanations of the nature of the NC-ND split have been
proposed in the literature. One family of analyses relates this split to the semantics of the
singular form (cf. Rijkho↵ 2004, Bale et al. 2011): while it is semantically singular in NC
languages (4-a), it is argued to be semantically number-neutral/transnumeral in ND languages
(4-b). Under the assumption that numerals can only combine with semantically plural NPs,
this means that NC numerals can only combine with plural forms, whereas ND numerals can
combine with singular forms, and, because of semantic competition, must do so.

(4) a. JbookK = {a, b, c}
b. JkitapK = {a, b, c, a� b, b� c, a� c, a� b� c} = Jbook-sK
c. Jkitap-larK = {a� b, b� c, a� c, a� b� c}

Within this type of analysis, the claim that the singular form has transnumeral semantics
in ND languages is argued for on the basis of examples like (5) from Turkish (Görgülü 2010,
2012), and the same has been shown to hold in Hungarian and Western Armenian as well.

(5) Ahmet
A.

kitap(-lar)
book(-pl)

oku-du.
read-past

sg: ‘Ahmet read a book/books.’ / pl: ‘Ahmet read books.’



The problem with this kind of analysis, discussed by Ionin & Matushansky (2018), has to do
with the fact that not all ND languages have transnumeral singular forms: while Hungarian,
Turkish, and Western Armenian indeed do, e.g. Finnish and Welsh (6) do not.

(6) Gwelodd
see.3sg.past

Rhiannon
Rhiannon

ddraig.
dragon.sg

= ‘Rhiannon saw a dragon.’ / 6= ‘Rhiannon saw dragons.’ (I&M 2018: 91)

The alternative analysis put forth by Ionin & Matushansky (2006, 2018) relates the NC-ND
split to the presence or absence of semantically vacuous formal number agreement on
nouns: NC languages exhibit it, while ND languages do not. Cardinal numerals are argued to
combine with semantically singular NPs across the board, independently of whether they are
encoded by singular forms (ND languages) or plural forms (NC languages). This is ensured by
a constraint that only individuals of the same cardinality can be counted (7-b). An example
of the denotation they assign to numerals, which combine with semantically singular NPs and
return plural predicates of a given cardinality, is given in (7-a).

(7) a. J3K = �Pet.�X.9Set[⇧(S)(X) ^ |S| = 3 ^ 8s[s 2 S ! P (s)]]
b. J3K(P )(X) is defined only if 9n8z[P (z) ! |z| = n]

However, within this system, the question of which factors are responsible for the NC-ND
split gets reformulated as the question of what is responsible for the fact that a language does
or does not exhibit formal number agreement, and thus remains open.
Moreover, Ionin & Matushansky’s (2006, 2018) analysis faces a potential problem that comes

from ND languages which allow for plural marking in the presence of cardinal numerals, but
exhibit double plurality semantics in such cases, such as Finnish (3-b). Given that their analysis
requires cardinals to combine with semantically singular NPs, it is not clear what is responsible
for the second plurality semantics in these cases.

Alternative explanation While we agree with Ionin & Matushansky (2006, 2018) that plural
marking on nouns in the presence of numerals in NC languages is a matter of semantically
vacuous syntactic agreement, we take one further step in assimilating number concord to other
concord phenomena, e.g. negative concord. In particular, we propose that the NC-ND split is
a result of a variation among languages with respect to the semantics of numerals. In NC
languages, only the plural Num head can introduce semantic plurality, while numerals cannot:
they denote intersective modifiers that take pluralities and return pluralities with a specified
cardinality (cf. Link 1987, Verkuyl 1993, Landman 2003), as shown below.

(8) J3K = �Pet.�X.[P (X) ^ |X| = 3]

This means that, for semantic reasons, cardinals require the presence of the plural Num head
in these languages, which explains the presence of the plural marking on their lexical nouns.
In ND languages, by contrast, not only the plural Num head, but also numerals introduce

semantic plurality, having the semantics as proposed by Ionin & Matushansky. However, only
the presence of the plural Num head leads to plural marking on the noun: either because it
spells out plural morphology itself or because, unlike numerals, it has a formal plural feature
that values the number feature of the noun accordingly. This explains why the co-occurrence
of numerals and plural morphology leads to double plurality in languages like Finnish.
The paper spells out the details of a formal analysis of DP-internal number concord, which

operates on two sets of number features: syntactic and semantic ones (cf. Corbett 2006; Wech-
sler & Zlatić 2003, Landau 2016). It shows that the proposed analysis can account for a number
of further issues, such as the patterns of DP-external number agreement exhibited by NC/ND
languages and the possibility of DP-internal plural marking with numerals in ND languages that
does not lead to double plurality, e.g. with Finnish pre-numeral demonstratives and adjectives.
Finally, it discusses its advantages compared to several potential purely syntactic alternatives.


